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ProSteel 3D from A to Z

One Program for all

y International Shapes with Preference

New solutions for 3D CAD

Series
y Special Shapes with Database Connections
y Parametric Connections
y Bolt Sets

y
y
y
y
y
y

With ProSteel 3D for Structural Steel Construction, you can place your trust in a modern and
forward thinking 3D CAD System. Never before
has computer aided design been as easy and
flexible as today.
However, it would not meet your requirements
of flexibility, if functionality was limited to one single base system.

Staircases and Handrails
Bracing
Truss/Lattice Girders
Ladders
Purlin System and Portal Frames
Extensive Block Management

y Automatic Generation of all 2D Drawings
for Costing and Production
y Intelligent Dimensioning
y Single Sheet Output or Multiple Details per
Sheet
y Project Drawing Manager

Therefore, a new kind of software design (CAD
Abstract Layer) has been utilised, providing a
uniform environment on different CAD Systems
available globally. Currently, ProSteel 3D is available for AutoCAD and Autodesk Inventor. In the
future other platforms will be supported, allowing you to choice your platform. Therefore, decide in favour of a system which fits best your
requirements. New solutions for 3D CAD
ProSteel 3D, you can always rely on it!

Focus on the Design Engineer

Shapes and Plates

Ease and Flexibility

Shapes and Preference Series

Your daily design tasks became the basis of our
design brief when we developed this new version of ProSteel 3D. You now have an application which enables you to complete your daily
tasks on time with ease and flexibility.

You can create your own libraries of nearly all the
commonly available International Sh-ape databases.
All Shape data is stored in
easy to maintain databases. You can also create
your own Shape databases
at any time. You can also
control which shape databases you wish to use in
your current session.

Cold Rolled and Welded Shapes

Uniform Dialogues
All dialogue boxes have a consistent design and
behaviour. Commonly used commands are
found in the same location.
With the implementation of Tool Tips and intelligent dialogue graphics which adapt to your input, it is now virtually unnecessary to look at any
help files or user manuals. An on demand, integrated calculator now allows calculations during data input. Our ProSteel 3D Templates can
be sorted as you prefer and recurring entries can
be generated with a single press of a button.

Special shapes types such as cold rolled sections can be easily created by creating a 2D
polyline cross section, then a complete shape
catalogue can be generated with parametric
descriptions and databases.
By combining individual plates into parametric
relationships you can derive
complete Welded Beams which can be modified via grips at a later time.

Polygonal contour plates
An on demand, Rollup mechanism permits this
dialogue boxes to reduce to the Title Bar when
the mouse is moved away, this provides a clear
view of your design.

You can of course create plates of any contour
by simply picking points or selecting 2D
Polylines and then easily modify as you like.

Automatic Connections

Always a fast solution

Complete with all bolts

With ProSteel 3D you will find parametric solutions for nearly all standard connections
youencounter in practice.
If you do not find the connection required,it can
be created manually by using the
standard modification tools such as drill holes,
cut, bolt, etc.

Automatic connections are features you get
when using a modern 3D CAD program
such as ProSteel 3D, producing significant savings in modelling time taken.

These automatic connections will allow you to
adjust shapes sizes and types, connection end
conditions and more by simply the press of a
button. Any feature or value of this connection
can then be modified at a later date, by simply
selecting one of the connection shapes and then
clicking the right mouse button. Preset values
of frequently used connections are stored in your
Template Manager and these can be easily retrieved and used again at any time.

Copying the values of one base plate to another
becomes a simple process of using the “Clone”
feature.

Standard Connections
y End plate
y Base plate
y Web angle
y Shear plate
y Splice joint
y Haunch
y Stiffener
y Purlin connection

Modifications
y Drill holes
y Bolt
y Notch
y Polycut
y Diagonal cut
y Cut
y Subtract solid
y a.s.o.

Structural Objects

This is just the beginning

The fastest way to reach your goals

There are already many frequently used structural objects in ProSteel 3D. Others will follow in
the future - many will use the modern COM interface, allowing third parties to customise and
development unique structural object systems.

Automatically created connections only represent the first stage of a productive workflow.
We have provided a vast number of ProSteel
3D Structural Objects giving you extraordinary
opportunities to modify your structure.

Staircase tower at a mouse click
These intelligent Structural Objects can be complete features such as staircase towers and
handrails with all associated components able
to be modified easily.

A single dialogue allows you to control all preset
dimensions, shapes, etc. In addition, they can
be modified again and again even after placement.
Modification can be made via the use of Grips.
Change the height of a handrail to a desired dimension - and the whole structure is rebuilt, as
if by an invisible hand!

Present Structural Objects
y Staircase tower
y Handrail
y Ladder
y Bracing, portal frame
y Wall cladding
y Purlin system
y Truss/Lattice girders
y Platform round and rectangular
y Walkway

Block Management

Automatic Positioning

Organized Standards

Identification of identical parts

A substantial block management system allows
you to store and process hundreds
of blocks, to then insert them in your drawings.
You are able to define different insertion points
and alignments for each block.
During insertion, they cycle through each point,
one after another by using the mouse

Fully automatic positioning determines the position number of components by means of an
efficient identification of identical parts of groups
and single parts.
An intelligent distribution algorithm takes care
that the position flags will be arranged without
collisions. You can control the rules of position
flag placement during this process.

A structured display of the blocks is possible if
you assign user-defined data fields for
each block. A logical search of blocks is also
possible via the use of filters.

Structure of position flags
Design and content of the position flags displayed
in 2D drawings can be completely controlled.
Separate styles are possible for each type of
component.
They are stored together with preset values for
distribution. As well as the standard flags, you
may also use unique individual flags.

2D Detailing

Express- Detailing

Browser for 2D Creation

The detailing process is further enhanced by
using the DetailCenter Express wizard. This tool
allows you to detail an entire model by using a
script processing technique.
Each part or group drawing is created on a separate sheet at an optimum scale.

ProSteel 3D has an intelligent browser, Detail
Center, this acts as a central point for
viewing, assigning and processing your
model.You can order your objects by parts,
group and types using filtering and sorting features.
The Detail Center allows you to create drawings
of single parts, groups and verviews
automatically.

Styles for 2D detailing
2D detailing is controlled by assigning Detail
styles, these describe how the details will look,
including labels and dimensions. Decide for yourself how the 2D views
of parts will be displayed.
A preview window immediately shows you the
result of the particular detail style you have selected or values you have used.

Highlights of Detailing
y Model structure as tree structure
y Display filters
y Dimensioning without collision
y Position flags without collision
y Display of neighbouring parts
y Shortening of shapes
y Drawings in several languages
y Anchor plans
y Modification management
y Intelligent manual dimensioning

Parts List Generation
Creation of Parts Lists
ProSteel 3D produces part lists in two steps.
Firstly an external dBASE file is derived from your
model this file is then used by an external application to generate part lists and reports. ProSteel
3D has an easy to use reporting application included to achieve this.
You may also use other industry standard applications to manipulate and create reports from
the dBASE file.

Management of Templates and
Projects
Overview of large projects
Large projects often contain a great number of
smaller models, 2D drawings and parts lists.
ProSteel 3D has a Project Management system
that provides a clear and easy to use interface
to manage your files and switch between different projects.
In addition, the Project Management tool also
allows to save your settings such
as dialogue values and detailing styles together
for each corresponding project.
This ensures that when you switch between
projects you will always have the correct templates and settings.

Display and Output
ProSteel 3D includes an efficient form designer
which allows you to place the data into any form
you like.
Create an individual form for structural lists, production lists, material or cut lists. Output filesas
PDF, RTF, HTML etc. are possible as well.
We have included a collection of sample reports
so that you can start work immediately.

Saving your dialogue values
ProSteel 3D templates store the values of the
different dialogue boxes. For each function, you
can compose individual sets of standard templates which can be loaded and applied at any
time.
Define the standards of your company in clear
tree structure.

External Data Exchange

Customisation via VBA/COM

Communication with others

An open Architecture

Currently data exchange plays a decisive role in
the communication between designer, structural
engineer, architect and production department.
Avoid errors which may occur by entering new
data which is already available.
The great number of ProSteel 3D interfaces reduces this risk to a minimum.

ProSteel 3D can offer you functionality for nearly
every daily design task, however due to the competitive nature of the structural steel market, there
often isn’t enough time to 3D model complex
geometry.
With our VBA/COM interface we offer you a professional programming environment to create
specific tools and connections for your customers designs

Supported Forms
y DSTV-NC
y DSTV-PPS
y Product interface Steel (DSTV)
y SDNF
y STAAD
y SCIA ESA-PT
y Dlubal RSTAB
y KISS
y PXF
y PS3 (ProSteel 3D)

Mapping tables
Mapping tables solve the problem of the different designations for shapes and materials within
different programs and standards.

Perfect Automation
The VBA/COM interface provides you complete access
to the internal Objects.You
can create your own design
modules using commonly
found programming tools from a VBA tool to an entire
custom CAD application for
your company.
The examples on this page show what is possible: The glass roof structure of the
Milan Fair complex was a very expensive design utilising high cost materials. Using
a specially written COM tool, the design process was reduced by a factor of 20
times. A high tension power line tower module is
also available as an additional application for
ProSteel 3D.

KIWI Software GmbH

ProSteel 3D from A to Z
y Creation of Parts Lists
from the Model
y Cut Lists
y Output in many File Formats such as PDF, RTF,
HTML etc.
y Drawing Parts Lists in 2D
Drawings

y DSTV-NC Data
y DSTV and international
Confidence via Experience
With many years of experience in the field of
AutoCAD development and our close contact
with users has contributed to ProSteel 3D becoming an internationally recognised and important application for 3D structural steel and metal
work.
More than 6000 installations worldwide illustrates
that we have selected the right
development technology and concepts. It is you,
as a user that influences the direction of ProSteel
3D each day, because it is you, solving the tasks
of modern every day structural steel work by
using our software that counts.
Our developers working in Germany and at KIWI
CAD-Software Ltd., New Zealand won’t leave
you alone.
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Interfaces to PPS Systems and Structural
Analysis Programs
y Programming Interface
(COM/VBA) for User Defined Applications

y Easy to Learn
y Fast Modifications by Direct Update in 3D/2D

y Dialogue Boxes with clear
Auxiliary Diagrams

y RollOver Mechanism
AutoCAD must be installed, to run ProSteel 3D
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